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Why Reels?
If you are completely new to Reels, they are short-form videos

(up to 60 seconds) that have their own section of Instagram,

but can also be posted to your Profile page. Unlike Stories, they

do not disappear in 24 hours, they are on your Profile page (if

you chose to share them there) indefinitely unless you delete

them.

If you're on Instagram regularly, you've probably noticed Reels

taking over your Instagram Feed. There's a reason why.

Instagram is pushing hard to beat TikTok in the race users, so

they will do whatever it takes to get Instagram users hooked

on Reels!

This is actually really good news for you... If you can start using

Reels frequently, your account will get a lot more exposure

than it would be posting graphics and Stories alone. Reels have

already been out for a year, but a lot of marketers have waited

until now to start using them. It's not too late to get in and

catch the reels momentum! 
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Where are Reels?

To watch a Reel, go to your Profile page, and look for the

square with an arrow in it at the bottom of your page. It looks

like this:

Tap on it, and you will see the Reels

that Instagram thinks you will like.

Note, it shows you more than the

accounts of people you follow. You

can like, comment, or share the Reel

using the icons on the right hand

side of the page. There are a few

more options available by tapping

the three dots on the right hand side

as well. 

You can also tap the creator of the Reel's user name to go to their profile if

you want to see more of their content or follow them.

I suggest watching several for a while to get the gist of what is out there. It

can help you decide what you might want to do (or not do). For instance, I

know upfront I'm not going to dance in my videos, but if you like to dance

go for it! 
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Setting Your Intentions
Ok, so you've watched a bunch of Reels and TikToks, but before

you go grab your phone and hit Record, you should figure out your

intentions for Reels. If you are using them for business, what is the

message you are trying to convey? Here are some ideas.

Awareness about your product or service

Testimonials about your product or service

Helpful tips that apply to your industry

Behind the scenes of your business

How-tos or Tutorials

Pet peeves about your industry (I don't advise making these

directed at clients, but your industry in general)

You're a-ha moment in your business

General humor that ties back to your product or service

An Easy Formula:
HIT

HOOK: "If you want to know why..."

INFORMATION: "They do this..."

TELL THEM WHAT TO DO (CTA): "Read the caption

for more info."
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Getting Inspiration from TikTok
Now don't tell Instagram I told you this, but most of the trends really start

on TikTok, and then eventually migrate over to Reels. So, if you really want

to be a trendsetter, vs. a follower, check out TikTok for a while! You can

search by hashtags if you want to see others in your niche or just check out

the For You page to see what TikTok selects for you.

You may want to watch videos outside of your industry, and see how a

certain trend that was started could be morphed and used for your

business. You'll often see many iterations of the same trend, but the best

ones put their own spin on it.
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Finding and Saving 
Trending Audio

Audio Clip Name
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Using trending audio is a great way to get more views on your reel. There

are a few ways you can find trending audio:

1) Watch a bunch of reels and take note of
which audio clips you hear the most. You can
find out the name of the audio by looking at
the bottom left of the screen when you are
watching Reels in full-screen (not on your
feed, but in the Reels section). Trending
audio will also have an arrow pointing up
next to the name of the audio too. 

a. To save the audio for later use, tap
on the name of the audio clip while
watching the Reel.

b. On the next screen, Tap Save Audio.
You can also watch other Reels in this
area that have used this same audio.
This is an easy way to get some new
ideas!

c. The saved audio will be available to
you under the Music Note when you
create a Reel under a button called
“Saved.”

2) You can also find audio that Instagram is
suggesting for you by going to create a Reel,
and tapping on the Music Note. That will
show you a For You area to choose from. 

Find Audio

3) Finally, I like to find TikTok trending audio
by going to www.TokBoard.com. They list the
top songs of the week on TikTok, along with
the audio clip so you can listen to it right
there. If you find an audio clip you like, take
note of the name of it, then search for it
under the Music Note when you create your
next Reel.

http://www.tokboard.com/
http://www.tokboard.com/
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Creating Your First Reel
And now we get down to it! If you want to make a good Reel, plan to spend

a bit of time on it your first time. Filming it might not be that hard, but

adding clips, effects, and getting the sound and type in the right space can

definitely take some time to perfect when you get started.

1)  Tap the plus at the top of

your Home Feed or Profile

Page. 

Getting Started

2) Then Tap Reel  
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On the left hand side, you'll see a

music note, a 1X, a stopwatch and

layered squares (align tool). You'll

also see three stars above the

record button.

Let's break those down, because they're important!

                       Tapping the Music Note allows you access to audio tracks. You

can hear a sample of the track by tapping the arrow with the circle around it.

If you want to select that audio for your Reel, tap on the name of the track.

       This button allows you to adjust the speed that you record the video in.

You can do slow motion , or up to 4X as fast by adjusting the speed.

                        The Stopwatch is a timer that you can set up to give you a 3

second countdown to allow you to start hands-free. It's handy if you have

your phone on a tripod and need to move into position.     

             The Align tool allows you to get your body back in the exact same spot

if you are doing multiple clips so it seems seamless. It's often used if you are

doing some type of transition - especially with clothes swaps.

                            This button is your ticket to the filters and effects that are

available on Reels. There are TONS of them. You can scroll through to test

what they look like on your face before recording.

Music Note: 

1X:

Stars (Effects):

Stopwatch:

Align:



1)  You can toggle between regular

camera mode and selfie mode

using the white camera button at

the bottom right. 
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Recording Your Reel
You can either record a Reel directly in this area, or you can upload

existing footage from your camera roll. Let's talk about recording first.

2)  To record, simply tap and
hold the white Reels button
at the bottom center of your
screen.
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3)  When you are done recording, release the button to stop. This will

add a clip that you can preview by hitting the Preview button.

4) In the Preview area, you will see several new buttons on the top of

your screen. This is where you can:

Download the Video

Add Music

Record a Voice Over

Add Effects

Add Stickers

Draw

Add Text



Let's break down what each of those features do.
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                                         Allows you to save your video to your camera roll. I

HIGHLY recommend you do this, as then you have backup in case

something happens.

                       You can add music before you record, or add/change it

during this Preview mode. You can also adjust the volume of both what

was recorded on camera, and the music if you only want music playing

softly in the background.

                                       Allows you to record your voice like a narrator over

the video.

                        Allows you to add filters or transitions.

                          Let's you add stickers, gifs, emojis, polls, and more.

             Let's you select a pen tool to draw over your video.

                   Allows you to add text to different parts of your video clips.

Download the Video:

Add Music:

Record a Voiceover:

Add Effects: 

Add Stickers:

Draw:

Add Text:

Download the Video Add Music
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Once you're done adding features, if your entire Reel is complete, you can

Tap Next, and you'll be taken to the Share Screen. Skip down to the Share

Screen section on page 16.

Record a Voiceover Add Stickers

Add Effects DrawAdd Text
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Adding Video from Your Camera Roll

Then:
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If you've already filmed video on your camera roll, adding it as a Reel is easy.

Simply follow the steps in the Getting Started area to get to Reels.

1)  Tap the square at the very bottom left of the Reels screen.

2)  You'll see videos that you've recorded available. Tap the video you want

to load it into Reels. From there, you have all the same features available to

you that were detailed in the Recording Your Reel section above.
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Adding More Clips
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Some people will film a basic Reel in one video, add some bells and whistles

to it, and be done. However, you've probably noticed that Reels often

include multiple clips. Sometimes people will even act out an entire scene

where they play multiple characters!

Here's how you add a new clip:

1) Add your first clip as explained above, then tap Preview. You can add any                           

features you’d like,

2)  Instead, hit the arrow button at the top left of the Preview screen.

3)  Then, you can either record another clip by holding down the white

button, or add another clip from your camera roll.

4)  Continue this process until all of your clips have been added. Remember,

depending on what time you selected, 15 sec, 30 sec, or 60 sec, you may get

cutoff if you go over. 

5)  Once you are finished with adding all of your clips, music, text, and  

 effects, tap Next to go to the Share screen. 

 but do not tap Next.
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Getting Text Just Right
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One of the trickiest things for me when I started on Reels was figuring out

how people got text to show up at different times in the video! It definitely

takes a little practice!

Here’s how you do it:

1) Record or upload a video into Reels and tap Preview.

2) Tap the Aa at the top of the screen to access Text.

3) Type in the first phrase you want to appear in the video.

4) Choose which font you want by scrolling between the available fonts.

5) Adjust whether you want the text flush left, right, or centered.

6) Change the color by tapping the color wheel at the top.

7) Change the background of the text by tapping the A with stars.

8) Make the text move by tapping the A with two lines.

9) Once the text is formatted to your liking, tap Done.

10) You’ll see a black bubble with the start of your text at the bottom left of

the screen. Tap that, and you’ll see an editing bar at the bottom. This is

where you can choose how long the text stays on the screen.
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12) Once complete, tap Done.

13) You can now use the arrow at the top

of the screen to go back and add more

clips, or tap Next to share your Reel.

11) Use your finger to tap, hold, and

slide the clip just during the time

you want the text to show.

Add Text
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Sharing Your Reel
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Once you’ve gotten your Reel just how you’d like it, you’re ready to Share!

1)  Hit the Next button at the bottom of your
Reel.

2) On the Share screen, you can add a
caption. Remember to include a call to action
and hashtags!

3)  Instagram will select a Cover Photo for
you, but if you tap it, it will allow you to pick a
new section of the video as your Cover
Photo, or add a new Cover Photo from your
camera roll. Marketers will often design a
graphic in the 9:16 size format, and upload
that here. Once you have your Cover Photo
how you like it, tap Done. 

4)  Toggle the Also Share to Feed tab to blue
to make sure it posts to the main feed, not
just Reels.

Share Your Reel
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5) Tap Crop Profile Image and select a square of                    
the video that will show on your Profile Page. If
you have any type of title, make sure that is
showing. This is also the time to crop your head
fully in the picture! 

8) Your Saved Draft is located on your Profile
page once you scroll over to the Reels tab. By
tapping on it, you can tap again to go to the
Share screen. From there, you can either share
it, or tap the Edit button at top right to make
more edits to it before sharing.

6) You can also Tag People, Rename the Audio,
and a new feature – Recommend on Facebook!

 
 
 
 

7) Tap Share when you are done, and it will post
right away. OR…tap Save as Draft to post it later,
or make further edits to it later.

 

Crop Profile Image

Saved Draft
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Share Your Reel
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9) Remember to share your Reel to Stories by
tapping the arrow underneath your Reel on
your profile page.
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Reels Collaborations
Instagram's Collabs allow you to invite other

Instagram users  to collaborate on Feed

posts or Reels. 

2) Tag a brand or creator in your post
then it'll show an option for Invite
Collaborator.

3) Use the search box to type the person’s
name with whom you wish to collaborate.
You can only collaborate with one person
at the moment.

1) Upload a new Feed post or Reel, tap
next, add filters if you'd like

4) After you’ve chosen your collaborator,
share the post as usual, and the creator
will receive a request in their DMs. The
post will not appear until they’ve
accepted your request. 

Reels Collab
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Reply to comments
with a Reel
This is a new feature so IG should be pushing it. It's a
good way to connect with your followers but if you
get asked a lot of questions, you may want to see
how often you do it! 

1) Once you start getting comments on your reel, pick a
relevant comment and tap on the Reply button at the
bottom.

2) Tap on the blue camera icon beside the text message
and it will open the Reels interface to create a response
reel.

3) Instagram will add your follower’s comment as a
sticker to the reel interface and you have the usual reels
editing options to create a reply.

4) Add necessary effects, stickers, music, and create the
perfect reel as a reply.

5) Tap on Next and you have usual sharing options for the
Reel. You can share it to your feed, Facebook, Tag People,
Add Location, and more. Then tap Share to post the reel.

@jenray2000 Do you feel the
same now that they are teens? 

20
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10 Tips to Get More Views and Conversions
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                                              Under 15 seconds seems to perform best in the

testing I’ve run. People have short attention spans…If you talk for too long,

people get bored.

                                                          People like seeing other people. Especially

personalities they recognize. The Reels where I show my face always

perform better than those that don’t show my face.

                        to get people engaged. Maybe ask a question, then delay

your answer, pop up on screen, or do something unexpected to get

people to watch what’s coming next.

                               like outfit changes, character changes (where you play

more than one person), or use special transition effects found under the

Effects button.

                                       We covered this earlier. Instagram seems to like

playing videos with trending audio, so keep them coming!

                       title that is viewable on your profile and in the Feed so people

know what your Reel is about.

                                        and use hashtags that apply to the content in the

video/the purpose of your overall account.

                                                          on your Reel so people will understand

your Reel if watching it silently.

                   with a quick tip, but don’t giveaway too much info if you are

trying to sell a product with that info later!

                        Don’t be afraid to be a little silly or show your humor. These

are often the Reels that get the most engagement.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Keep your Reels short! 

 Show your face in your Reels!

Use a hook

Use transitions 

Use trending audio.

Add a text

Keep captions short

Use captions or text overlays

Educate

HAVE FUN!
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Transitions Adding a Text Title



BONUS: 
How to do Green Screen

 Open up Reels

 Tap the Effects button and Search Green Screen

 Tap Add Media and Upload Media from your

Camera Roll

 Film your Reel

 Add any other text and Share!

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Tip: I found a Pretty Green Screen 
filter that adds a beauty filter.
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Re-purposing
Reels, TikToks, and Pinterest Idea Pins
are all the same size!

You can re-use this piece of content a few
times. 

Note: Do not download a TikTok and
upload directly to Reels. Instagram has
stated they will give lower priority to these
videos in the algorithm.

Film video on your camera roll, and save to
use for each platform separately, or use
SnapTik.app.

How to Create Reels that Convert
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Accounts for Inspiration
@karbrulhart

 @contentqueenmariah

 @chelseapeitz

 @ohsnapsocialkarlyn

 @wellness.homemade

 @casaramosrestaurant

@apricotlane_folsom

@coreycwalker

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CYb4UBSozxj/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CYi0N5rpY7h/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CYl4ZnWI4DO/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CYRme2bFck8/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CXdtrP7ggTt/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CXMh27yBQ_w/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CYVDF_2oazO/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUus9chlUrR/


Other tools you can use
 CapCut for editing

 InShot for editing

 Screen Record built into your phone

 Canva for phone frames or reels with graphics

 SnapTik.app for downloading TikToks without logo

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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I hope this e-Book helps you on your way to

creating amazing Reels! Follow my Instagram

account, @coreycwalker, for the latest Instagram

tips. You can also find the book I co-authored,

Instagram for Business for Dummies on Amazon!

 

https://www.instagram.com/coreycwalker/
https://www.amazon.com/Instagram-Business-Dummies-Jennifer-Herman/dp/1119696593

